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Urban Air Mobility (UAM) is an emerging transportation mode, where electrical vertical
takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft will transport cargo and passengers within a city. In our
previous work, we have introduced computational guidance algorithms for single aircraft and
multiple cooperative aircraft to navigate through obstacles and avoid conflicts among aircraft.
However, we assumed perfect communications for air-to-air and ground-to-air channels. In
this paper, we formulate the computational guidance problem with communication constraints
and communication loss. Specifically, our goal in this paper is to (1) modify our computational
guidance algorithms given communication constraints, e.g., time, bandwidth, and communica-
tion loss; (2) design air-to-air and air-to-ground communication frameworks to facilitate the
computational guidance algorithm; and (3) integrate the decision making and communication
mechanisms to guide all the aircraft to their respective destinations while avoiding potential
conflicts between them. A free-flight airspace simulator in OpenAI Gym environment is used
to test the performance of the proposed algorithm.

I. Introduction

A. Motivation

A growing community of interest is forming for the concept of Urban Air Mobility (UAM) including NASA, Uber,
Airbus and many other entities around the globe [1–6]. Companies include Airbus, Bell, Embraer, Joby, Zee Aero,

Pipistrel, Volocopter, and Aurora Flight Sciences have been working to build and test electric vertical takeoff and landing
(eVTOL) aircraft. In UAM, the eVTOL aircraft may be either human piloted or autonomous for passenger transport
in personal commute or on-demand air taxi [7–10], which is expected to fundamentally change cities and people’s
lives to reduce commute time and stress. Some of the barriers for enabling UAM operations include vehicle systems
certification, noise impacts from vehicle operations in urban zones, battery technology, communication constraints,
social acceptance, and cybersecurity protections [11]. In this paper, we focus on overcoming one specific technical
barrier: creating a safe and robust onboard guidance and collision avoidance system for eVTOLs with communication
constraints.

In previous work, we have presented computational guidance algorithms for single aircraft and multiple cooperative
aircraft [12, 13] by assuming the perfect communications for vehicle-to-vehicle and ground-to-vehicle channels. However,
air-to-air and air-to-ground communications will be affected by many factors [14, 15] including bandwidth constraint
and communication loss. In this paper we consider these communication constraints in the design of computational
guidance algorithms to achieve multi-agent autonomous, safe and efficient UAM operations.

Specifically, our goal is to (1) improve our existing computational guidance algorithms given communication
constraints; (2) design air-to-air and air-to-ground communication frameworks to facilitate the computational guidance
algorithm; and (3) integrate the decision making and communication mechanisms to guide all the aircraft to their
respective destinations while avoiding potential conflicts between them. In this work, the aircraft dynamics are modeled
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based on the tandem tilt-wing eVTOL (Airbus Vahana) from Airbus A∧3 [16], as shown in Fig. 1. A free-flight airspace
simulator in OpenAI Gym environment will be used to validate the performance of the proposed algorithm.

Fig. 1 Airbus Vahana with tandem tilt-wing configuration during the cruise phase [17].

B. Related Work
There have been many important contributions to the topic of guidance algorithm with collision avoidance capability

for small unmanned aerial aircraft. And these approaches can be roughly categorized into centralized algorithms and
decentralized algorithms.

In centralized methods, the conflicts between aircraft are resolved by a central supervising controller. Under such
scenario, the state of each aircraft, the obstacle information, the trajectory constraint as well as the terminal condition
is known to the central controller, and the central controller in return designs the individual whole trajectory for all
aircraft before the flight, typically by formulating it to an optimal control problem. These methods can be based on
semidefinite programming [18], nonlinear programming [19, 20], mixed integer linear programming [21–24], mixed
integer quadratic programming [25], sequential convex programming [26, 27], second-order cone programming [28],
evolutionary techniques [29, 30], and particle swarm optimization [31]. These centralized methods often pursue the
global optimality of the solution. However, as the number of aircraft grows, the computation time of these methods
typically scales exponentially. Moreover, these centralized planning approaches typically need to be re-run, as new
information in the environment is updated (e.g., a new aircraft enters the airspace).

On the other hand, decentralized methods scale better with respect to the number of agents and are more robust
since they do not possess a single point of failure [32]. In decentralized methods, all the conflicts are resolved by each
aircraft individually. Researchers have proposed several algorithms under the case where the communication between
aircraft can be successfully established [33]. Algorithms in [34, 35] are based on message-passing schemes, which
resolve local (e.g., pairwise) conflicts between all members of the team. In [36], every agent is allotted a time slot in
which to compute a dynamically feasible and guaranteed collision-free path using MILP. In [37], the author recast the
global optimization problem as several local problems, which are then iteratively solved by the agents in a decentralized
way. In Decentralized Model Predictive Control approach [38], the aircraft solve their own sub-problem one after the
other and send the action to other subsystems through communication.

The proposed algorithm in this paper is built upon our previous work [12, 13], where the computational guidance
problem is formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) problem and solved using the Monte Carlo Tree Search
(MCTS) algorithm. Comparing with previous work where we assumed perfect communications in air-to-air and
ground-to-air channels, the algorithm proposed in this paper will consider practical communication constraints including
latency, communication loss, and bandwidth constraint.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Section II, the background and formulation of MDP, MCTS will be
introduced. In Section III, we describe the practical consideration for communication latency, loss, and bandwidth, as
well as their impact on the previously proposed computational guidance algorithms. Section IV presents the solution
methods with communication constraints. The numerical experiments and results are described in Section V.
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II. Problem Formulation
In this section, we briefly introduce the Markov Decision Process Formulation and Monte Carlo Tree Search

algorithm.

A. Markov Decision Process (MDP)
Since the 1950s, MDPs [39] have been well studied and applied to a wide area of disciplines, including robotics,

automatic control, economics, and manufacturing. In a MDP, the agent may choose any action a that is available based
on current state s at each time step. The process responds at the next time step by moving into a new state s′ according
to the transition probability and given the agent a corresponding reward r .

More precisely, the Markov Decision Process (MDP) includes the following components:
• The state space S which consists of all the possible states.
• The action space A which consists of all the actions that the agent can take.
• Transition function T(st+1 |st, at ) which describes the probability of arriving at state st+1, given the current state

st and action at .
• The reward function R(st, at, st+1) which decides how much reward the agent will collect after a transition

st, at, st+1. The reward function may only depend on the current state st , which will be the case in this paper.
In a MDP problem, a policy π is a mapping from the state to one specific action (known as deterministic policy)

π : S → A

The goal of MDP is to find an optimal policy π∗ that, if followed from any initial state, maximizes the expected
cumulative rewards:

π∗ = argmax
π
E[

T∑
t=0

R(st, at )|π]

B. Mathematical Formulation
Our formulation focuses on horizontal conflict resolution with the aircraft assumed to be co-altitude. Here we

assume perfect communications between aircraft and the communication constraint will be introduced in next section.
The mathematical formulation of this problem is similar to previous work [12], which includes four components: state
space, action space, reward function, and the transition model. We briefly introduce these components in the following.

1. Resolution Advisories
At each time step (5 seconds), the aircraft can choose to change its heading at a certain rate and the advisory of

heading angle for each aircraft constitutes the action set A = {−5◦/s, 0◦/s,+5◦/s} where positive corresponds to left
turn and negative to right turn. The changing rate of heading angle is determined assuming the aircraft is flying with
cruise speed at 190km/h [40] with banking angle smaller 25◦ (the banking angle limit is chosen to be 25◦ for the
passenger comfort consideration).

2. Dynamical Model
The state includes the position, velocity, speed, heading angle, and goal position for all of the aircraft, which is a

matrix with each row containing information for one aircraft: (x, y, vx, vy, v, ψ, gx, gy). Based on the current state and
action, Dubin’s kinematic model will be used to compute state transition for each aircraft:

Ûx = v cosψ (1)
Ûy = v sinψ (2)
Ûψ = aψ (3)

where v is the cruise speed, ψ is the heading angle, and aψ is the selected action describing the changing rate of heading
angle for one aircraft.

After an aircraft executes an advisory, the aircraft speed is held constant between decision stages, and is modeled as
a Gaussian distribution centered on the aircraft’s cruise speed with a standard deviation of 5m/s. The changing rate of
heading angle distribution is centered on the resolution advisory with a standard deviation of 2◦. The noises here aim to
account for the uncertainties in the environment and aircraft dynamics.
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3. Reward function
For the consideration of safety, the conflict is defined to be when the distance of two aircraft is less than a minimum

separation distance rmin = 0.5 nautical miles [11]. This separation standard was chosen using the definition of well clear
for Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) according to Cook and Brooks [41]. For large UAS in high-altitude airspace, the
Horizontal Miss Distance (HMD) is defined to be 0.66nmi. Using this value as reference, the separation standard picked
for this UAM application is set to 0.5nmi horizontally. This value is tighter than UAS standards because it is assumed
that enhanced equipage capabilities will be installed on the eVTOL aircraft [11].

Based on the above separation requirements, we define a state as a conflict state is the distance between any two
aircraft is less than rmin, and a state as a goal state if an aircraft reaches the goal position.

With the two types of states defined above, the reward function for one aircraft is defined as follows:

r(s) =


1, if s is goal state,
0, if s is conflict state,
1 − d(o,g)

max d(o,g), otherwise.
(4)

where d(o, g) denotes the distance from the aircraft to its goal position, and max d(o, g) is the maximum distance from
an aircraft to its goal position, which is the diagonal distance of the map. In this way, if an aircraft is not at conflict state
(which has reward 0), this aircraft will get a positive reward between 0 and 1, depending on how far this aircraft is from
the goal state.

C. Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is a method for finding optimal decisions in a given domain by taking random

samples in the decision space and building a search tree according to the results [42, 43]. It has already had a profound
impact on Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches for domains that can be represented as trees of sequential decisions,
particularly games and planning problems [44–46], including the current state-of-art computer program AlphaZero in
the Game of Go [47].

The basic MCTS process is conceptually very simple. A tree is built in an incremental and asymmetric manner. For
each iteration of the algorithm, a tree policy is used to find the most urgent node of the current tree. The tree policy
attempts to balance considerations of exploration (look in areas that have not been well sampled yet) and exploitation
(look in areas which appear to be promising). A simulation is then rolled out from the selected node and the search tree
updated according to the result. This involves the addition of a child node corresponding to the action taken from the
selected node and an update of the statistics of its ancestors. Moves are made during this simulation according to some
default policy, which in the simplest case is to make uniformly random moves. A great benefit of MCTS is that the
values of intermediate states do not have to be evaluated, as for depth-limited minimax search, which greatly reduces the
amount of domain knowledge required. Only the value of the terminal state at the end of each simulation is required.

In this paper, we use the most popular MCTS algorithm Upper Confidence Bound for Trees (UCT) to solve the
formulated MDP. The details of UCT algorithm implementation can be found at [12]. In MCTS, we build a search tree
for each aircraft and treat other aircraft as intruder aircraft with the same dynamical model in Equation 1. In the previous
paper [13] it was shown the importance of the communication between aircraft and the communication constraint will
be discussed in the next section.

III. Communication Constraints to Our Model
When the algorithm is running to issue actions for all the aircraft, the aircraft need to communicate information

between each other (position, velocity, destination location, and intended action for next time step). In our previous
work [13], we assume all the aircraft can communicate perfectly. However, in real world applications, there are many
restrictions for the communication between aircraft [14].

A. Communication Latency
Delay is one of the major concerns in communication systems, which consists of propagation time (limited by light

speed) and processing latency (e.g., the computational time overhead of demodulation and decoding). In typical wireless
communication systems, the delay in point-to-point communications could be in the order of milliseconds. A significant
communication delay could hinder the timely delivery of information and thus cause performance degradation in
real-time control systems.
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In this paper, we use previous work on aircraft wireless communication systems [15] to decide the communication
time between two aircraft or between ground-based centralized controller and aircraft. According to [15], the onboard
communication system can provide a full-duplex 2 Mbps/256 kbps (downlink/uplink) connection to a fixed ground
station via satellite, where the uplink process will limit the communication time. In the proposed algorithm, the aircraft
need to send its own state information including position, velocity, destination, and intended action, and the size of this
information is smaller than 256 bits (each number takes 32 bits of memory). Thus the communication can finish under
1ms, which is negligible comparing with the computation time for the online guidance MCTS algorithm.

B. Communication Bandwidth
The data transmission rate is limited by the available bandwidth, namely the frequency band used for the

communications. The broader, the faster. Usually bandwidth is expensive due to the congestion in the frequency
bandwidth allocation, especially in the proposed computational guidance algorithm, where the information broadcast
and communication will be used extensively. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the bandwidth resource and cost,
which means the aircraft needs to try decreasing the communication frequency and only sends the necessary information.

Usually an onboard communication device cannot transmit and receive in the same band at the same time due
to high self-interference (the power of transmitted signals is orders of magnitude higher than that of the received
signal). Besides, since the broadcast nature of wireless communications, different communications links in a wireless
communication network cannot transmit simultaneously [48].

In the proposed algorithm in this paper, the communication between two aircraft includes two processes: (1) one
aircraft receives information from all other aircraft; (2) one aircraft transmits the action information to all other aircraft.
Due to the factors described above, in this paper we assume aircraft receives/transmits information from/to other aircraft
one after another.

C. Communication Loss
During the aircraft en route flight, communication loss between two aircraft or between aircraft and ground-based

centralized controller may happen [49], resulting from:
1) Communication equipment problems caused by malfunction or complete failure of aircraft or ground equipment

(becoming less of an issue with improved system redundancy);
2) Radio interference where transmissions other than those from authorized users of an RTF frequency interfere

with radio reception;
3) Blocked transmissions due to the tall buildings.
When a communication loss happens, the centralized controller will not be able to receive the state information from

the aircraft lost communication, which will cause a higher probability of conflict for this aircraft when the centralized
controller is making decisions for all of the aircraft. Besides, the centralized controller is not able to send action
information to some aircraft, which may cause the aircraft to take action resulting in conflicts with other aircraft or even
an unauthorized entry of designated airspace. This may lead to disruption of air traffic, causing risk to other airspace
users and increased workload for pilots and controllers.

IV. Solution Method
In our previous work [13], we proposed a coordination mechanism design, where at each decision making step, we

set a decision sequence for all aircraft and let them make decisions one after another. After one aircraft selects the
action, it will broadcast this action information to all the other aircraft, the aircraft making decisions later can utilize this
information to select better action. During this process, the state information and action information of each aircraft
needs to be synchronized/communicated.

In this paper, we consider two communication strategies. In the first case, at each decision time step, all of the
aircraft send their own information (position, velocity, destination) to a ground-based centralized controller which is
located at the center of the airspace. Then the centralized controller will run the proposed algorithm and send the result
joint action to each aircraft. In the second case we assume the centralized controller is down and the aircraft needs to use
their onboard computer to run the proposed algorithm. In this case the aircraft will communicate the state information
and joint action information between each other. We describe the two cases in the following two subsections.
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A. Framework 1: Centralized Control and Air-to-ground Communications
In this case, a centralized controller is responsible to receive information from all of the aircraft and issue the result

joint action to each aircraft. In this process, communication loss may happen and we assume the loss is two-directional
(the aircraft cannot send information to the centralized controller and the centralized controller cannot issue action to
the aircraft). Whenever a communication loss happens, the centralized controller will lose the state information of some
en route aircraft. In our work the centralized controller will use the state and action information from the last step to
predict the current position/velocity of the aircraft:

v = v−

ψ = ψ− + a−

x = x− + v cosψ
y = y− + v sinψ

(5)

where the “super minus” sign denotes the state and action information from last decision step. Note here the state
prediction from last step information is not accurate since there is uncertainty in the aircraft dynamics ( described in
Section II.B.), where the noises for heading angle and speed are normally distributed with standard deviation 2◦ and
5m/s. As shown in Fig. 2, the orange point is the aircraft position from last step, the red point denotes the aircraft
position for current step without any uncertainty, and the blue points describe the distribution of current step aircraft
position given the uncertainty described above.

Fig. 2 The simulated distribution of the aircraft position in the current step is shown in blue as point cloud.
Current aircraft position without uncertainty is shown in red inside the blue point cloud, and the orange point
on the left is the aircraft position from previous step.

To ensure the safe separation in scenarios where the centralized controller has to predict the current state of the
aircraft that lost communication, the strategy is to increase the separation distance to mitigate the prediction error. More
specifically, we use the property of normal distribution to decide the increased separation distance. Since we have

P(−2.33σψ < ψ < 2.33σψ) = 99% (6)
P(−2.33σv < v < 2.33σv) = 99% (7)

where σψ = 2◦ and σv = 5m/s. If we select a point from the above range, then we can guarantee it covers 98% of the
position points. Since it can be calculated that the furthest point in the above range from the red point is 12 m, we will
increase the separation distance by 12 m for each time step for our prediction while the communication is lost for this
aircraft.

With the increased separation distance for the aircraft lost information and by assuming it fly straight, the centralized
controller will issue actions for all of the other aircraft by following the process described in previous work [13].
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B. Framework 2: Decentralized Control and Air-to-air Communications
In centralized control scenario, we found some cases where two aircraft close to each other lost communication

to the centralized controller simultaneously. In this case, these two aircraft have a higher risk for conflict since the
centralized controller is not able to issue actions to these two aircraft. Thus in this case study we propose algorithm to
allow aircraft-to-aircraft communication for decentralized conflict resolution, where the aircraft will send its state/action
information to other aircraft for cooperative conflict resolution purpose. Since in real world, aircraft close to each
other are very unlikely to have communication loss, thus they can avoid potential conflicts through communication and
coordination.

(a) Without communication loss

(b) With communication loss

Fig. 3 The algorithm running and communication process for decentralized control.

In the following, we will discuss the algorithm running and communication process with/without communication
loss, as shown in Fig. 3. At first, assume currently we have three aircraft flying in the airspace without any communication
loss (the arrow means they can send information to each other freely), as shown in Fig. 3a. To run the decentralized
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MCTS algorithm, we first need to maintain an order among the aircraft (which is decided according to their order to
enter the airspace), then the aircraft can synchronize joint action information according to the maintained order. At the
beginning of the process, all of the aircraft (aircraft 2 and aircraft 3 in this case) will send its own information (position,
velocity, destination) sequentially according to the maintained order to aircraft 1, which is denoted as the receive block
for aircraft 1. Since we have two aircraft flying in the air, the receiving process can be finished in 2 ms, and this number
will increase with the number of the aircraft. With all these aircraft information, aircraft 1 can now begin to make its
decision by building a MCTS search tree. After aircraft 1 makes a decision and selects an action, it will broadcast this
action information to all of the other aircraft sequentially in the same order as the receiving process. As aircraft 1 is
making its decision, aircraft 2 begins to receive information from other aircraft. Although aircraft 2 finishes receiving
the information from other aircraft in a shorter time compared to aircraft 1’s decision process, it cannot start running the
MCTS algorithm until it receives action information from aircraft 1, which is necessary information for aircraft 2 to run
the onboard MCTS algorithm. Then the same process follows for aircraft 3. After all of the aircraft updates its own
action, the algorithm running and communication process finishes and all of the aircraft will take the action according to
their own MCTS algorithm result.

It can also happen two aircraft have communication loss and cannot send state/action information to each other,
as shown in Fig. 3b, where aircraft 2 and aircraft 3 cannot send information to each other. In this case, the algorithm
running and aircraft communication process will be the same as the case in Fig. 3a for aircraft 1 and aircraft 2. Starting
from aircraft 3, when the receiving process of aircraft 3 finishes, it will be aware of the communication loss between
itself and aircraft 2 since it did not get aircraft 2’s information. Then, it can immediately proceed to run the onboard
MCTS algorithm without state/action information from aircraft 2. Since communication loss usually happens between
aircraft with a large distance, it is safe to run the MCTS algorithm without knowing position/velocity information and
action/intent information from aircraft 2. Besides this difference, all the remaining process stays the same with no
communication loss case.

V. Numerical Experiments and Results

A. Simulator
To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a free flight airspace simulator was built in Python where

multiple aircraft can fly freely in the two-dimensional en route airspace above New York City. The airspace has 48km
length and 48km width. We envision there will be multiple altitude levels where the eVTOL aircraft are operated. In the
scope of this paper, we only focus on one altitude level.

To see the performance of this algorithm in real world applications, we simplify the UAM network by following the
generic city model presented in [50, 51]. In this generic city model, seven vertiports are distributed in a “six around one”
hexagonal pattern. As shown in Fig. 4, Vertiport 1 is located in the center of the hexagon and is located equidistant from
the other six vertiports at a distance of 16km, which will cover the main congestion area of New York City. Overlays of
the vertiport network are shown on a Google map image of New York in Fig. 4, which shows typical New York traffic on
a Friday at 5 pm [52].

Given the above vertiports network, the demand model will generate flight requests stochastically. At each vertiport,
after the taking off of the previous aircraft, the time interval for the next aircraft to take off is uniformly distributed
between 1 minute and 3 minutes. Each aircraft will choose a random vertiport as its destination.

In the centralized scenario, the communication loss happens when the aircraft is 3km away from any vertiport. At
each time step, there is 5% probability that a communication loss may happen, where the aircraft and the centralized
controller cannot communicate information between each other. Whenever a communication loss happened, a uniformly
distributed random variable in the range [2, 5] will be generated to represent the communication loss time interval.
During the communication loss, the aircraft will take the action to fly straight if it does not receive action information
from the centralized controller and the centralized controller will use last step information to predict the aircraft state
information at the current time step.

In the decentralized scenario, if two aircraft are at least 6km away from each other, they could have communication
loss. The probability of communication loss increases from 0 to 0.5 linearly as the distance between them increases:

P(communication loss) = clip(
d

60000
− 1, 0, 0.5) (8)

where d denotes the distance between two aircraft. Then the aircraft will make decisions according to the process
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Fig. 4 Network of seven vertiports overlaid on New York city with segment length 16km.

described in Section IV.
The simulator will be kept running until 10,000 aircraft have been generated. During the running of this simulator,

the number of conflicts and NMACs (short for near mid-air collision), the total number of aircraft generated, the number
of aircraft which reached goals, and the average computation time to make each decision will be recorded and compared.
The near mid-air collision (NMAC) standard is defined to be 500 feet by the Aeronautical Information Manual (7-6-3)
[53].

B. Results
The numerical experiment described above is conducted over 5 random seeds and in each experiment, there are

10,000 aircraft generated in total. The code implementation of this algorithm is available on GitHub ∗. The result of the
numerical experiment is shown below.

Table 1 and Table 2 show the number of conflicts/NMACs and the number of aircraft reached the goal for centralized
control and decentralized control scenarios. In the centralized case, we can see for all the 10,000 aircraft generated, the
conflict probability is around 0.23% and the NMAC probability is 0.024%. For the decentralized scenario, the conflict
probability is about 0.3% and NMAC probability is 0.006%.

The result shows the proposed algorithm is pretty efficient at ensuring safety separation between aircraft. Comparing
with previous work [13] where the conflict/NMAC probability is 0.2% and 0.004%, the performance of the proposed
algorithm for centralized control and decentralized control is a little worse since here we considered the communication
constraints. Besides, comparing with centralized control, decentralized control is more robust since the aircraft can
communicate to each other. This shows that a communication network with more links is beneficial to the whole
guidance and collision avoidance system.

Table 1 Performance of the algorithm for centralized control.

mean variance min max
Number of Conflicts 23 44.8 15 35
Number of NMACs 2.4 2.64 0 5
Number of Aircraft Reached Goal 9995.2 10.56 9990 10000

∗https://github.com/xuxiyang1993/MultiAgent-Guidance-Communication
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Table 2 Performance of the algorithm for decentralized control.

mean variance min max
Number of Conflicts 30.2 27.8 25 37
Number of NMACs 0.6 0.24 0 1
Number of Aircraft Reached Goal 9999.8 0.96 9998 10000

VI. Conclusion
A computational guidance algorithm for autonomous on-demand free flight operations with communication

constraints is proposed in this paper. In this paper we formulate this problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and
solve it by an online algorithm Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS). In centralized control, we use forward propagation for
the centralized controller to predict the state information of aircraft that lost communication. In decentralized control,
we design an efficient communication framework for aircraft-to-aircraft communication. With the communication
constraints including latency, bandwidth, and loss, we propose a robust computational guidance algorithm for multiple
cooperative eVTOL aircraft in urban air mobility. Numerical experiments show that this proposed algorithm has
promising performance to help an aircraft reach its destination and avoid potential conflicts with other aircraft.
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